
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  
Lev Vygotsky, ever heard of him?  If not, read no further; this workshop is a MUST!  If 
you “sorta, kinda” know of him – you smile and nod your head when people say things 
like, “Zone of Proximal Development,” but you wish you knew more, attend this 
workshop!  If you know his theories fairly well, but desire more ideas on how to apply 
them in the afterschool profession, you are in luck.  Do you think the social 
environment is an important part of afterschool?  Vygotsky’s theories are centered on 
the importance of the social environment to the development of all higher skills.  We’ll 
explore the man and some of his theories:  Sociocultural Theory, the Zone of Proximal 
Development, the Psychology of Play, Thinking and Speaking, and Moral Education.  
We will also explore “Scaffolding” and discuss comparisons between Vygotsky and 
Piaget.  We’ll bring every topic home – back to practical application of theory to 
afterschool programming.  Sound like a dry lecture?  No way – come learn and have a 
good time! 
Available as a single or double- session workshop. 
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Introduction 

"Words play a central part not only in the development of thought but in the historical growth of consciousness 
as a whole. A word is a microcosm of human consciousness." – Lev Vygotsky 

The major theme of Vygotsky's theoretical framework is that social interaction plays a fundamental role in the 
development of cognition. Vygotsky stated: "Every function in the child's cultural development appears twice: 
first, on the social level, and later, on the individual level; first, between people (interpsychological) and then 
inside the child (intrapsychological). This applies equally to voluntary attention, to logical memory, and to the 
formation of concepts. All the higher functions originate as actual relationships between individuals." (1978, 
p57).  Vygotsky's theory was an attempt to explain consciousness as the end product of socialization. For 
example, in the learning of language, our first utterances with peers or adults are for the purpose of 
communication but in time, they become internalized as "inner speech." Vygotsky’s theories stressed the 
importance of peers and teachers to the child’s construction of knowledge. 

Sociocultural Theory 
Vygotsky was an educational psychologist.  He emphasized a sociocultural theory. This theory suggests that 
social interaction leads to continuous step-by-step changes in a child's thought and behavior that can vary 
greatly from culture to culture. His theory suggests that development depends on interaction with people and 
the tools that the culture provides to help form one’s own view of the world.  
 
There are three ways a cultural tool can be passed from one individual 
to another.  The first one is imitative learning, where one person tries to 
imitate or copy another. The second is by instructed learning which 
involves remembering the instructions of the teacher and then using 
these instructions to self-regulate. The final way is through collaborative 
learning, which involves a group of peers who strive to understand each 
other and work together to learn a specific skill.  
 
His theory combines the social environment and cognition. He believed 
children acquire the ways of thinking and behaving that make up a 
culture by interacting with a more knowledgeable person and that social 
interaction leads to ongoing changes in a child's thought and behavior, 
which would vary between cultures.  
 
Vygotsky incorporates these elements in his model of human 
development in a sociocultural approach.  For him, development in 
children is a result of their culture. Development, in Vygotsky’s theory, applied mainly to thought, mental 
development, language and the reasoning process.  These abilities develop through social interactions with 
peers, parents, and teachers and represent the shared knowledge of the culture.  
 
Culture makes two types of contributions to the intellectual development of children.  First, children acquire 
much of their thinking (knowledge) from it.  Second, children acquire the processes or means of their thinking 
(tools of intellectual adaptation) from the surrounding culture.  Culture provides the children with the means 
to think, what to think and how to think.  
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Vygotsky viewed cognitive development as a 
result of a dialectical process, where children 
learn through shared problem solving 
experiences with someone else, such as 
parents, teacher, siblings or a peer.  
Originally, the people interacting with 
children undertake most of the responsibility 
for guiding the problem solving, but 
gradually this responsibility transfers to 
children.  Although these interactions can 
take many forms, Vygotsky stresses dialogue.  
It is primarily through their speech that 
adults transmit to children the rich body of 
knowledge that exists in their culture.   
 
As learning progresses, language becomes 
the primary tool of intellectual 
transformation in children.  He studied 
private speech, where very young children 

speak to themselves to plan or guide their own behavior. This is common among preschoolers engaged in 
parallel play, who have not yet learned proper social skills but are exploring the concepts. Children often use 
private speech when a task becomes too difficult and they don’t know how to proceed. Private speech helps 
children accomplish a task.  
 
At first, children use their own “self talk” to direct their behavior in much the same way that their parents’ 
speech once directed it.  For example, my 18 month old daughter will be in the act of reaching toward 
something that she knows is something that she is not supposed to touch.  In mid-reach, she shakes her head 
and says, “No, no, no” stopping herself and refraining from touching the fragile object.   
 
This transition reflects Vygotsky’s theme of development as a process of internalization.  Bodies of knowledge 
and tools of thought at first exist outside the child, in the culture of the environment (parents who prohibit 
touching a certain item).  Vygotsky believed private speech changes with age, by becoming softer and 
eventually just the whisper that is inner speech.  Eventually, my daughters “No’s” will become her conscience 
and her will power.  Development consists of gradual internalization, primarily through language, to form 
cultural adaptation.   
 
The result is that children become more socialized in the dominant culture, which in turn induces cognitive 
development. For example, if a child is raised in a culture that sends a message to sit still and listen, “Don’t 
touch it you’ll break it” and “Be seen, but not heard,” then the child will internalize these standards and it will 
affect her attitudes about interacting with the environment, which influences cognitive development.  If on 
the other hand, children are raised in an environment where they are encouraged to explore everything, run 
fast, talk and interact with others, and take risks; then they will internalize entirely different voices and 
messages which in turn affect cognitive development. 

  

4 Basic Principles Underlying 
the Vygotskian Framework 

1. Children construct their 
knowledge 

2. Development cannot be separated 
from its social context 

3. All higher functions originate as 
social relationships. 

4. Language plays a central role in 
mental development. 
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Psychology of Play 
“Through play the child develops abstract meaning separate from the objects in the world which is a critical 
feature in the development of all higher mental functions.” – Lev Vygotsky 

Defining Play 

Pleasure Principle, Wish Fulfillment, Imagination with Action 
 
Vygotsky’s research on play as a psychological phenomenon and its role in the child's development has 
become an essential piece of a wise educator’s theory base.  He believed that from a child development 
perspective, play is the leading source of development.  
 
He thought the predominant definition of play based merely on the pleasure it gives was not adequate first 
because there are activities that give the child much keener experiences of pleasure than play (for example 
sucking/pacifying behaviors), and second because of the popularity of games in which the activity itself does 
not afford pleasure (for example sports which are very often accompanied by a keen sense of displeasure 
when the outcome is unfavorable to the child). 
 
He viewed play as meeting the children’s needs, incentives, wants, and motivation to act in the broadest sense 
as they grow and develop.  He thought play was based on the maturing of new needs and new motivations.  
Children satisfy certain needs and incentives in play.  Without understanding the special nature of these 
incentives, we cannot imagine the uniqueness of that type of activity we call play. 
 
At the preschool stage, special needs and incentives arise that are very important for the whole of the child’s 
development and that are spontaneously expressed in play. He believed that if there were no development of 
needs that could not be realized immediately, there would be no play since play is invented at the point when 
unrealizable tendencies appear in development.  
 
An example Vygotsky gives is of a child that wants to ride a horse but cannot.  A two year old would perhaps 
cry and be angry, but at around the age of three the child's relationship with the world changes.  He wants to 
ride a horse but cannot, so he picks up a stick and stands astride of it, pretending that he is riding. The stick is 
a pivot.  Action thus begins to be determined by ideas, not by objects.  It is terribly difficult for a child to sever 
the meaning of a word from the object. Play is a transitional stage in this direction. At that critical moment 
when a stick (an object) becomes a pivot for severing the meaning of horse from a real horse, one of the basic 
psychological structures identifying the child’s relationship to reality is radically altered. 

 
He defined play as the imaginary, illusory realization of unrealizable desires. 
Imagination arises from action. The old adage that children’s play is imagination in 
action can be reversed.  Imagination in adults is play without action.  Play = 
Imagination + Action.  Imagination= Play – Action.  So...Imagination is Internal Play.  
Albert Einstein once said, “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”  
 
As children get older, their reliance on pivots such as sticks, dolls and other toys 
diminishes. They have internalized these pivots as imagination and abstract concepts 
through which they can understand the world.  
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He was not saying that play occurs as the result of each and every unsatisfied desire – not that simple.  Play is 
essentially wish fulfillment – not, however, isolated wishes, but generalized affects. The presence of such 
generalized affects in play does not mean that the child himself understands the motives that give rise to a 
game or that he does it consciously.  Children create imaginary situations that relate to general wish 
fulfillment primarily.  Their motives, actions, and incentives are not accessible to the consciousness of the 
school-age child.  

Development of Play 

How does play develop? In the beginning it is a reproduction of a real situation. The baby begins mimicking the 
peek-a-boo face her mother makes, or a child playing with a doll repeats almost exactly what her mother does 
with her; coos at her, feeds her, rocks her. At first, play is more recollection than imagination, more memory in 
action than an imaginary situation.  
 
At the preschool stage play is “serious” business - they play without separating the imaginary situation from 
the real one.  The play is all about the imaginary situation.  Play is serious at this stage, but not purposeful. 
 
He stated that play becomes a more purposeful activity for a school-age child. In competitive games one can 
win or lose, come in first, second, or last. In short, the purpose leads the game; it justifies all the rest. When 
running a race, children can become angry or sad; and little may remain of pleasure.  Running might be 
physically painful.  Losing the race may lead to angry or sad emotions. In sports the purpose of the game is one 
of its dominant features without which there would be no point.  
 
Later, rules emerge; and the more rigid they are, the greater the demands on the children’s application, the 
greater the regulation of the children’s activity, the more tense and acute play becomes. Simply running 
around without purpose or rules of play is a dull game that does not appeal to older children.  

Play with Rules 

Vygotsky noted that a number of investigators began their examination of early 
play in the light of later rule-based play and had recently found from this that 
dramatic play at any age is actually subtle rule-based play. Vygotsky took that 
even further by proposing that there is no such thing as play without rules.   
 
Vygotsky discussed the development of social rules, for example, when 
children play house and adopt the roles of different family members. He cited 
an example of two sisters playing at “being sisters” both concerned with 
displaying their sisterhood. They dress alike, they walk about holding hands – in 
short, they enact whatever emphasizes their relationship as sisters. If play was 
structured in such a way that there was no imaginary situation, what would 
remain? The rules would remain. The child would begin to behave in this 
situation as the situation dictates. 
 
The rules of behavior that pass between them unnoticed in daily life are consciously acquired through play 
and later lead to self-discipline.  For example, as a child stands at the starting line of a running race, she may 
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well desire to run immediately so as to reach the finish line first, but her knowledge of the social rules 
surrounding the game and her desire to enjoy the game enable her to regulate her initial impulse and wait for 
the start signal. 
 
Whenever there is an imaginary situation in play, there are rules – not rules that are formulated in advance, 
but rules stemming from the imaginary situation.  For children to behave in an imaginary situation without 
rules, as they behave in a real situation, is impossible. In play the child is free, but not totally…the rules 
remain. 
 
Vygotsky believed that games with real, defined rules were still essentially games with imaginary situations; 
for just as the imaginary situation has to contain rules of behavior, so every game with rules contains an 
imaginary situation. For example, Chess contains an imaginary situation - the knight, the king, the queen, 
moving only in predefined ways.  
 
Every imaginary situation contains rules in a concealed form, and every game with rules contains an imaginary 
situation in a concealed form. The development of games with real rules grows 
out of playing pretend with covert rules.  It is an evolution of children’s play from 
one pole to the other.  Playing games with rules is an important factor in 
developing autonomy, the ability to be self-governing or self-disciplined. 

Play, Rules, and the Development of Self-

Discipline 

Vygotsky wrote that experiments and day-to-day observation clearly show that it 
is impossible for very young children to separate the field of meaning from the 
visible field. This is a very important fact.  If you ask a two year old to repeat the 
sentence “Tanya is standing up” when Tanya is actually sitting in front of him, he 
will change it to “Tanya is sitting down.”  Objects are inseparable from meaning. 
 
He believed that in play, thought is separated from objects, and action arises from ideas rather than from 
things. In play, objects lose their motivating force.  In play, children see one thing but act differently and 
independently of the thing they see.  
 
Thought is separated from objects because a piece of wood begins to be a car and a stick becomes a horse. 
Action begins to be driven by meaning and ideas, not by objects. Play is a transitional stage in this direction. At 
this crucial moment for the child when the stick becomes a horse, meaning predominates.  Meaning guides 
action and dominates over the object. The ability to sever the meaning of horse from a real horse and transfer 
it to a stick and really act with the stick as if it were a horse is a vital transitional stage to operating with 
meanings.  
 
Nevertheless, objects do retain some of their original meaning: any stick can be a horse, but, for example, a 
match can never be a horse for a child. Of course, for adults who can make conscious use of symbols, a match 
can be a horse. If I want to show the location of something, I can put down a match and say, “This is a horse.” 
And that would be enough. For a child, a match cannot be a horse: one must use a stick.  
 
Children first take action based on meanings and later realize them consciously and begin to think.  Children 
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know how to do things but do not know that they know – unconscious competence.  They do not realize or 
master them intentionally or even voluntarily.  
 
In play, children unconsciously and spontaneously make use of the fact that they can separate meaning from 
an object without knowing they are doing it.  For example, children first 
separate meaning from objects when they play with a stick like a horse.   
Unconsciously they are exploring metaphor and simile.  As this knowledge 
is internalized they acquire language and abstract thought (the ability to 
understand how “love is like a red rose”) because they already 
unconsciously learned that a stick is like a horse.   
 
They do not know that they are speaking in prose (formal, ordinary written 
language) – but they are.  At six years old, my daughter and I played the 
game “adult talk.”  We sat on the porch and had “grown-up” conversations 
– discussing the weather, the kids, the family, the job according to the rules 
of how grown-ups talk, but also consciously making use of the knowledge 
of speaking formally, not only  acting like a mommy, but having a grown-up 
conversation. 
 
Vygotsky said that in play, children adopt the line of least resistance (do 
what they feel like) because play is connected with pleasure. At the same 
time, they learn to follow the line of greatest resistance; for by subordinating themselves to rules, children 
renounce what they want, since submitting to rules and denying spontaneous impulses are essential to 
maximum pleasure in play. 
 
Play continually creates demands on the child to act against immediate impulse, i.e., to act according to the 
line of greatest resistance. I want to run off at once, but the rules of the game order me to wait. Why do 
children not do what they want, spontaneously and at once? Because to observe the rules of the game 
promises much greater pleasure than the gratification of an immediate impulse.  
 
Vygotsky  believed that the will and sense of self-discipline that people develop originates in, and develops 
from, play with rules.  Children exhibit their greatest self-control in play.  They achieve the maximum 
willpower by following the rules and resisting temptations to act impulsively.   
 
There are famous studies of self-control where researchers have a child in a room with a bowl of candy.  The 
researcher tells the child not to eat the candy yet and then leaves the room to observe from behind a two-way 
mirror.  Many children are unable to resist the temptation and eat the candy, others use strategies like sitting 
on their hands or looking away in order to resist the temptation.   
 
Now imagine another situation.  A couple of kids are playing a game like Mancala, using M&M’s as game 
pieces.  In this game the children are not allowed to eat the candy because they represent something inedible.  
In play, these children can exhibit enormous self control.  At other times children voluntarily submit to a rule 
in denial of something they want; but in play, submitting to rules and resisting immediate impulses are the 
means to maximum pleasure – it’s intrinsic, it is self-discipline baby. 
 
Vygotsky called this type of intrinsic discipline rules of inner self-restraint and self-determination, as Piaget 
says, and not rules the children obey as a physical law. In short, play gives children new forms of desires – to 
his role in the game and its rules. Therefore children’s greatest achievements are possible in play – 
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achievements that tomorrow will become the basis for their life decisions and their morality. 
 
We can say the same thing about the child’s actions that we said about objects. Just as in play meaning begins 
to dominate over objects; in play, meaning begins to dominate over action. 
 
A child who gallops around on the ground and imagines himself riding a horse has thus accomplished the 
domination of meaning over action.  Once again, in order to sever the meaning of the action from the real 
action (riding a horse, without having the opportunity to do so), the child requires a pivot in the form of an 
action to replace the real one.  In play, action is subordinated to meaning; but in real life, of course, action 
dominates over meaning. 
 
It is important to realize how children are liberated from actions in play.  For example, observe children 
playing restaurant in the dramatic play area.  The conscious action for them involves reaching toward the plate 
and picking up pretend food and bringing it toward their mouths - instead of real eating – that is.  The action is 
completed not for the action itself, but for the meaning it carries.  Children, in playing at eating, perform 
actions with their hands reminiscent of real eating, and any physical actions that do not designate eating are 
against the imaginary rules.  
 
Vygotsky said that play creates the zone of proximal development of the child (the gap between what children 
can already do and what he can do with a little help – more on that later). In play, children are above their 
true age and stage of development, above their daily behavior; in play it is as though they are a head taller.  As 
if in the focus of a magnifying glass, play contains all developmental tendencies in a condensed form; in play it 
is as though the child were trying to jump above the level of his normal behavior.   
 
Play is the primary source of development and creates the zone of proximal development. Action in an 
imaginary situation is play.  Self-discipline, the formation of real-life plans, and decision-making motives all 
appear in play.  The child develops positively through play.  Play is the essence of childhood learning, the 
leading activity that determines the child’s development.  From the point of view of development, play is a 
means of developing abstract thought.  

Zone of Proximal Development  
“Play creates the Zone of Proximal Development” – Lev Vygotsky 
 
Lev Vygotsky's notion of zone of proximal development (зона ближайшего 
развития) or ZPD is the gap or distance between a learner's current or actual 
development level determined by independent problem-solving and the learner's 
emerging or potential level of development. Vygotsky defined it as the distance 
between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem 
solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem 
solving under adult guidance, or in collaboration with more capable peers. 
 
Vygotsky refers to what children can do on their own as their “level of actual 
development.”  In his view, it is the level of actual development that a standard IQ 
test measures.  Such a measure is undoubtedly important, but it is also 
incomplete.  Two children might have the same level of actual development, in the sense of being able to 
solve the same number of problems on some standardized test.  Given appropriate help from an adult, still, 
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one child might be able to solve an additional dozen problems while the other child might be able to solve 
only two or three more.  What children can do with the help is referred to as the ‘level of potential 
development.   
 
The notion of ZPD implies that a child's development is determined by social interaction and collaborative 
problem-solving. Development is understood by Vygotsky as a process mediated by various cultural mediators 
(e.g., word, sign, symbol, etc.) internalized in the course of development that turn from being external social 
phenomena into psychological tools that are used individually and independently.  The notion of the Zone of 
proximal development clearly reflects Vygotsky's view on the nature of human development and interrelation 
between learning and development.  
 
Full development of the ZPD depends upon full social interaction. The range of skill that can be developed with 
adult guidance or peer collaboration exceeds what can be attained alone.   The more children take advantage 
of an adult’s assistance, the broader is their ZPD.  The significant amount of adult guidance needed for a child's 
development within the ZPD became known as scaffolding.  

Scaffolding 
In 1976, 42 years after Vygotsky’s death, Wood, Bruner and Ross invented the term “scaffolding” to describe 
tutorial interaction between an adult and a child.  Well known parallels have been drawn between the notion 
of scaffolding and ZPD theories of Vygotsky - so well known that many authors mistakenly attribute the term 
scaffolding to Vygotsky.  The concept of scaffolding was further developed by A.L. Brown, among others, and 
several instructional programs were developed based on the notion of scaffolding and the ZPD – reciprocal 
reaching, spiral curriculum, fostering communities of learners, etc.  

 
Scaffolding is a metaphor.  Think about a scaffold – a framework that 
construction workers use as a tool to climb on and support themselves as they do 
with their work.  The metaphor is used to explore the nature of aid provided by 
an adult for children learning how to carry out a task they could not perform 
alone.  It is based on the facilitative role of the educator.  As children construct 
their own knowledge, adults can scaffold learning by giving children new 
vocabulary, suggesting possible solutions to problems, providing resources, 
modeling behaviors, or showing them where to find more information.   
 
Imagine educators and caregivers as a scaffold that children can use to more 
quickly and easily construct their own knowledge.  Scaffolding is a way to extend 
the knowledge children construct to new heights to reach upper developmental 
levels they couldn’t have reached without the scaffolding.  It helps them to climb 
from one area of learning to another – to make connections.  Scaffolding 

challenges children to learn and helps them develop new ways to think and new cognitive strategies to use.  
Scaffolding is a way to facilitate (or make easier) the positive development of children.  
 
If adults wish to provide learning opportunities, they must evaluate the child’s present developmental level 
and estimate the “length” of the ZDP.  Children must be able to make use of the help of others; they need the 
competence to benefit from the give-and-take activities and conversations with others (Bruner, 1983).  Most 
psychological research has emphasized the role of the environment: parents and other adults who are 
“expert” models and guides for a young learner.  
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Taking it Further 
Vygotsky argued that every function in cultural development appears twice: first, on the social level, and later, 
on the individual level; first, between people (interpsychological) and then inside the child 
(intrapsychological). Let’s take that a few steps further.  We know that every function in a child’s development 
appears more than twice because they loop continuously through complex interpsychological and 
intrapsychological systems.  Self control in games with rules internalizes into self-discipline.  Don’t stop there.  
Self-discipline results in positive lifestyle choices which is helpful to overall cognitive development and 
simultaneously facilitates the development of other social and cultural competencies, which improve 
confidence and inner speech is affected.  This improvement to inner speech 
results in more practice in developing other social skills like decision-making and 
problem-solving.  These systems and loops where skills develop on a social level 
and in turn impact development on an individual level interconnect and 
interrelate.  What’s the point?  The point from a child development perspective is 
for educators to be more intentional about helping children develop systems of 
skill development so that they become realistically and critically self reflective.  
The point is to start them on the path of continuous lifelong learning  

Bringing it Home 
Many of us grew up in schools where we were expected to be quiet and study – 
learning was viewed as a solitary journey somewhere everyone had to go on their 
own.  It is important that learning environments encourage conversations.  
Conversations in traditional classrooms and in afterschool programs are essential 
to learning in the individual level.  Conversations should not be viewed as disruptions to the “lesson.”   Too 
often teachers place the importance of teaching over learning, forgetting that if the kids aren’t actually 
learning, then they are not really teaching.  Many children spend the school day in an environment that is not 
conducive to learning.   
 
Great afterschool programs must be more intentional about counteracting these negatives in the learning 
environment.  Great afterschool programs should be very interactive.  They should provide many 
opportunities for children to work together, sometimes with an adult as a facilitative role model and guide.  
Caregivers should observe children carefully to determine how to stretch their learning potential through 
developmentally appropriate expectations and challenge.  Educators should not swoop in with answers when 
observing a problem, but with questions or possible suggestions encouraging children to identify what 
outcome they desire and to identify possible solutions and help them see how making good decisions will help 
them to meet their own goals. 
 
Children and caregivers must be able to work and play together helping each other to develop through healthy 
interactions.  The lynchpin for successfully facilitating the positive development of children within their ZPD is 
building skills, creating the relationships and providing the opportunities for children to take advantage of help 
from their peers and from the caregivers.  If we don’t provide the environment, relationships, and experiences 
they need to take advantage of the helpful resources around them, they will be stuck at their actual 
development level instead of developing to their highest potential. 
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 http://www.marxists.org/archive/vygotsky  
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   Staff Training 

 
 

 
Mike and Chelsea Ashcraft, Founders and CEOs of Children’s Choice, custom design workshops, full-day, and 
multi-day adult learning experiences for entry-level and administrative-level school-age care, afterschool, and 
camp professionals, as well as a special series for professional teachers and trainers.  We are experienced 
trainers who provide fun, musical, educational, and brain-compatible staff training events.   
 
For more information call (505) 296-2880 or visit    www.childrens-choice.org.   
Our mailing address is 6501 Lomas Blvd NE, Albuquerque NM 87110. 
The following are a few examples of the types of learning opportunities we provide. 
 

Training Topics 
 

The ABC’s of Professional, Purposeful, & Powerful 
Programming Practices:  How can you provide a program that goes far 

beyond providing a safe and fun place for kids to be…a program that will help 
children learn and develop into great neighbors?  Attend this workshop, which clarifies the role and purpose of school-
age care and explores powerful, research-based philosophical foundations.  We will discuss how Autonomy, Belonging, 
and Competencies can be intentionally put into practice in the environment, relationships, and experiences of a high 
quality afterschool program.  The ABC’s are the basic foundation for all other workshops. Available as a Keynote, full-
day, double or single session workshop. 
 

Games and Activities that Build Community - F.A.S.T: Do you want a stronger sense of community in 

your programs?  Attend this workshop and learn games to do with groups of kids as they progress through the Forming, 
Attempting, Storming and Transforming stages of team building.  Be prepared to play! This is a collection of our most 
favorite activities – gathered during more than 30 years of program experience.  Learn name games, get-to-know-you 
games, circle games, waiting games, team-building games and more.  This is a hands-on experience and a time to share 
some favorite proven games and activities for use in school-age care programs.  
Available as a double or single-session workshop. 
 

Superior Interiors: Do you want some practical and easy to use tools and strategies to use when designing or 

redesigning the space of any school-age care program.  Attend this workshop and learn how to create an environment 
that encourages desirable behavior and results in a more enjoyable work environment for caregivers.  We address the 
unique problems of shared space in school-age care programs.   
Available as a single-session workshop. 
 

Tremendous Agendas: Do you want the kids in your program to remember their experience with you in a positive 

way for many years?  Attend this workshop and learn methods to increase novelty, enrichment, and intentionality in to 
the design of curriculum in an afterschool program.  Participants will learn how to create playful, yet enriching activities 
that teach social skills and build a sense of community while giving kids a real role in the program.  Available as a single-
session workshop. 
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Super Tools: Behavior Management for Super Afterschool Programs 
and Camps.  Have you ever experienced a behavior problem with a child in your 

program?  Of course you have, we all have?  Would you like some powerful and 
practical tools to help you get the kind of behaviors that make you love working with 
kids?  Attend this workshop and discover how to create superior interiors and 
tremendous agendas that promote desirable behavior.  Learn strategies for preventing 
undesirable behavior.  Learn techniques to use once misbehavior has occurred: positive 
discipline, logical consequences, reparations, restitution and self-esteem.  Learn many 
tools that are guaranteed to make guidance and building self-discipline easier and make working with school-age kids 
more enjoyable!  Available as a full-day or single-session workshop.  
 

Getting Along: Teaching Social Skills! 
How can you guarantee a strong-sense of community in your afterschool program?  Attend this training!  This training 
focuses on the intentional teaching of interpersonal and intra-personal social skills such as confidence, control, coping, 
curiosity, communication, conflict resolution, and community building.  It is filled with many practical methods to teach 
social skills through direct, situational and integrated teaching in afterschool programs. 
Available as a Keynote, full-day, double or single-session workshop. 
 

Fantastic Family Forces: It’s All About the Relationships. 
The relationships we have with the families of the children we care for are an integral part of our work.  This training 
provides practical strategies for building strong staff-parent relationships.  Come learn powerful tactics to use when 
communicating your concern about a child.  Learn effective methods to use when listening to and helping alleviate 
parent concerns.  Learn the best tricks to get parents involved and engaged.  Attend this workshop and discover how to 
ensure your parents are huge, raving fans of your staff and your program. 
Available as a single-session workshop. 
 
The Myth and M.A.G.I.C. of the ADHD Child:  Do you find working with children with attention deficit 

disorder challenging?  Attend this workshop and learn powerful and practical M.A.G.I.C strategies for caregivers working 
with ADD kids in school-age child care programs.   This training examines the existing ADD paradigm and presents a new 
mental model of the active child. When you leave, you will never view ADHD the same way you did before attending this 
session. Available as a double or single-session workshop. 
 

Keys to Quality: Unlocking the ARQ Process: Are you and/or your staff intimidated unsure about the self-

study and accreditation process?  Attend this training event and learn about the National Afterschool Association (NAA, 
formerly the National School-Age Care Alliance) Quality Standards and the ARQ self-study, accreditation application, and 
endorser visit process.  We present the strategies we used in our model school-age care programs when we achieved 
accreditation through the NAA. We will discuss the process and accompanying benefits associated with the self-study 
process. Since our trainers are certified NSACA accreditation endorsers, and NIOST quality advisors, we provide unique 
insight on the endorser's perspective.  Available as a full-day, double or single-session workshop. 
 

Afterschool TeamsWork!  Is your staff team a model of effective teamwork?  Would you like it to be?  This 

exciting workshop not only helps your staff team to learn communication, creativity, and problem solving skills, it also 
teaches them to lead teambuilding activities with the children.  Staff experience creative and often hilarious team-
building activities, then they discover ways to adapt the activities to use with children. 
Available as a full-day double or single-session workshop. 
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Programming with the Brain in Mind: How can you create an afterschool 

program or camp that promotes brain development a program that kids will remember 
positively for many years?  Attend this workshop!  This training addresses cutting-edge 
neuroscience and the practical applications of this information through intentional 
programming in school-age care, with the purpose of facilitating positive development.  
We will discuss what needs to be present and what needs to be eliminated in programs 
for young brains to develop positively.  Available as a Keynote, full-day, double or single-
session workshop. 
 

Learning to Lead: Leading to Learn! How can you develop a motivated, enthusiastic, high performing staff 

team with a high level of commitment?  Attend this workshop!  Explore the complex systems of afterschool leadership, 
leaderly learning, and learn how to develop vision, and a culture of innovation, empowerment and teamwork.  An 
introduction to systems thinking will lead into an understanding of the importance of learning among leaders and team 
members.  This workshop will focus on how to give knowledge, information, power and control to staff at all levels of an 
organization, creating a non-hierarchical learning organization.  Available as a double or single-session workshop.  
 

ZPD Doo Dah: Vygotsky Anyone?Lev Vygotsky, ever heard of him?  If not, this workshop is a MUST!  If you 

sorta, kinda know of him – you smile and nod your head when people say things like, “Zone of Proximal Development” 
and “Scaffolding,” but you wish you knew more, attend this workshop!  If you know his theories, but desire more ideas 
on how to apply them in the afterschool profession, you are in luck.  Do you think the social environment is an important 
part of aftereschool?  Vygotsky’s theories are centered on the importance of the social environment to the development 
of all higher skills.  We’ll explore the man and some of his theories:  Sociocultural Theory, the Zone of Proximal 
“Development, the Psychology of Play, and Thinking and Speaking.  We will also explore Scaffolding and discuss 
comparisons between Vygotsky and Piaget.  We’ll bring every topic home – back to practical application of theory to 
afterschool programming.  Sound like a dry lecture?  No way – come learn and have a good time! Available as a full-day, 
double or single-session workshop. 
 

Satisfied Customers?...or Raving Fans! Who are your “customers?”  Children?  Parents?  Higher-Level 

Teachers? The Community?  The relationships we have with the customers we serve are an integral part of our work.  
Attend this workshop and discover how to transform the relationships you have with key stakeholders to ensure they 
are huge, raving fans of your staff and your organization. Available as a single-session workshop. 
 

Promoting the Positive Potential and Power of Play! Play is not a four letter word.  Well, technically it is, 

but that’s not the point!  Do you feel pressured to sit children down, to keep them “busy” to get them working on 
worksheets?  Do you understand that play is important to learning, but don’t have the words to help others understand 
why?  High stakes testing and pressure to improve academic performance are stealing the essence of childhood learning 
and forcing educators into counter-productive practices.  Attend this workshop and learn why playfulness is important 
to the brain and learning.  Come learn how abstract thought and discipline are built through play!  Come learn how to 
advocate for play with parents, colleagues, administrators, and lawmakers!  Available as a single-session workshop.  
 

Total Recall: Mega Memory Mind Muscle! Are you great at remembering things or are you better at 

forgetting?  Attend this workshop and boost your own memory power and build some strong memory muscle.  Learn 
techniques to help children and staff remember what you teach them.  Learn strategies to help learning stick in the 
minds of learners of all ages.   Learn tricks for teachers and trainers.  Unravel and remember the mysteries of pegging, 
linking, mnemonics and the ancient “room” method. Available as a double or single-session workshop. 
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Train the Trainers/Teachers Series  
 
Train the Trainers: Training with the Brain in Mind:   

In this unique “Train-the-Trainers” session, beginning and expert trainers get front-of-the-room skills in 
a brain-compatible learning context.  By learning powerful cutting edge skills and simple teaching strategies 
trainers will build self-confidence and feel stress disappear.  Learn how to reach the reluctant learner and how 
to increase learner participation.  Learn how to involve learners in the process and keep them engaged.  Learn 
how to get productive responses from learners and how to increase buy in and participation.  Learn the art 
and genius of timing in learning activities.  Learn which music to use and how.  Learn energizers and ice-
breakers that work.  Learn how to give flawless directions that learners understand every time.  This highly 
practical training is designed with the “brain in mind.”  Available as a full-day or multi-day event. 

Special Prices for Train the Trainers 

 
Price for 2 Trainers 

Offered as a 

full-day  

or multi-day 

event! 

$1700/day plus travel expenses: Airfare, Ground 

Transportation, Hotel, Meals, and Printing of 

Handouts. 

 

State of Confusion: Manage and Influence Learning 
States!  This workshop is designed for educators who directly teach 

learners of any age.  Learn secrets from cutting edge brain research about 
sustaining the attention of learners. Learn how to use novelty, physical 
movement, social engagement, storytelling, and emotional states to 
maximize learning. Available as a single session. 

Rock and Roll in the Learning Environment: Learn which music to use and how! This workshop is 

designed for educators who directly teach learners of any age.  Learn how to intentionally use music to manage and 
change the emotional and physical states of learners.  Based on cutting-edge research on music’s effect on the brain, 
this entertaining workshop teaches educators how to use music to get learners into relaxed, aroused, energized, or 
adrenalized states.  Learn which music to use for background reading, closing rituals, and transition times.  Learn music 
to use for humor, novelty, and special themes.  Available as a single session. 
 

What are WE supposed to DO now?: Give Flawless Directions Every Time!  This workshop is 

designed for educators who directly teach learners of any age.  Educators who aim to involve and engage learners must 
sometimes give directions.  Learn powerful strategies to give directions that learners understand and complete without 
asking the educator to repeat the instructions.  Available as a single session. 
 

What’s in it for ME?: Motivate and Engage Learners! This workshop is designed for educators who 

directly teach learners of any age.  Learn how to reach the reluctant learner and how to increase learner participation.  
Learn how to involve learners in the process and keep them engaged.  Learn how to use brain priming and other secret 
strategies to get productive responses from learners.  Learn how to use mental images to increase productive behavior, 
buy in, and participation.  Available as a single session. 
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Total Recall: Mega Memory Mind Muscle! 
Are you great at remembering things or are you better at forgetting?  Attend this 
workshop and boost your own memory power and build some strong memory 
muscle.  Learn techniques to help children and staff remember what you teach 
them.  Learn strategies to help learning stick in the minds of learners of all ages.   
Learn tricks for teachers and trainers.  Unravel and remember the mysteries of 
pegging, linking, mnemonics and the ancient “room” method. Available as a double 
or single-session workshop. 
 

Discipline with the Brain in Mind!  Have you ever experienced a behavior 

problem with a child in your classroom?  Of course you have, we all have?  Would 
you like some powerful and practical tools to help you get the kind of behaviors that 
make you love teaching?  Attend this workshop and discover tricks that promote 
desirable behavior.  Learn strategies for preventing undesirable behavior.  Learn 
techniques to use once misbehavior has occurred.  Learn secrets that are guaranteed to make guidance and building 
self-discipline easier and make teaching more enjoyable!       Available as a single, double, or triple session workshop. 
 

Bios 
Mike Ashcraft, Co-Founder and CEO of Children's Choice, holds a Master of Arts 

Degree in Education with an Emphasis in School-Age Care from Concordia University. 
He is a doctoral of education candidate with Nova Southeastern University.  He has 
more than 18 years of experience in child care and education.  He is an Accreditation 
Endorser for the National Afterschool Association. He served as a training and 
technical service contractor and a professional writing contractor for the New 
Mexico State Department of Education. He served as a guest professor on the faculty 
of Concordia University, teaching college courses in school-age care programming. 
He is the current President of the New Mexico School-Age Care Alliance and the 
President Elect of the New Mexico Association for the Education of Young Children.  
He is the author of Best Practices: Guidelines for School-Age Programs, and the Best 

Practices Workbook, published by Sparrow Media Group. 
 

 

Chelsea Ashcraft, Co-Founder and CEO of Children's Choice, holds a Master of 

Science Degree in Early Childhood Education and Administration from Nova 
Southeastern University.  She has more than 15 years of experience in child care: as 
a teacher, a camp director, a school-age child care coordinator, and a corporate child 
care center director. She has extensive training and experience in school-age child 
care and has shared her knowledge as a presenter at many state and national 
training events. Chelsea serves on the faculty of Albuquerque's Technical Vocational 
Institute, teaching college courses in child development and guidance. She is the 
current Treasurer of the New Mexico School Age Care Alliance. She is an 
accreditation endorser for the National Afterschool Association and a certified 
Quality Advisor from the National Institute of Out of School Time.   
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Prices 

 
1 Trainer 2 Trainers 

 

Consulting 

 

$900/day 
 

$1400/day 
 

Local 

Workshops 

 

$180/hr  
 

$290/hr 

 

Full/Multi 

Day Events 

 

$900/day $1400/day 

 

Professional  

Writing: 
Negotiable Negotiable 

Technical  

Assistance 
Negotiable 

 
Negotiable 

 
    

Prices include advanced preparation, master handout, and consumable supplies.   

Prices do not include printing or travel expenses. 

 

Acclaim for Ashcraft Trainings: 
 

 “Great session, tons of ideas.  My brain is exploding with so many strategies I can use.”  
-  K. Curtis, Director of Education, Children’s Courtyard. 

 “Best train-the-trainers session I have ever attended!”  
- S. Moxey, Training Coord., Open Door of Baltimore. 

 “Awesome.  Energetic.  Thoughtful.  Useful. Very Engaging...both great trainers.”  
- E. Simpliciano Trainer Coord., Kamehameha Schools  

 “Great! You kept me interested for 7 1/2 hours!  Added humor!  Learned a lot!”  
- R. McFall Dist. Facilitator Volugia City Schools, Florida 

 “I learned a lot about how to give an excellent presentation! Fun music.  Told a Story vs. lecture!”  
- J. Adams, Director, Kids on the Block, Inc. 

 “Very interesting and practical.  This was the best session I’ve ever attended.” 
- K. Burnett, KidREACH Manager, World Vision.  

 “Funny informational, many examples!” 
- D. Bothe, Area Coordinator, Afterschool Programs.  

 “Great, practical session with great phrasing and examples helpful for showing how to practice the 
concepts.”  

- C. Mincemeyer, Assoc. Professor, Penn State. 

 “Great! Motivating, Very Engaging, Held my Interest, Funny and Relevant!” 
- B. Mann, Training Specialist, Kirtland AFB.  

 “Very informative and helpful information I can use immediately to transform our management” 
- J. Simpson, Director Fayette County BOE. 

 “AWESOME!  Kept the subject matter simple enough to understand and very practical. Just kept having 
fun!” 

- K. Joiner, Coord., South Bay School District  

 “Excellent way to motivate the motivator.  Advice and concepts were excellent.  Very applicable to my 
program needs!”  

- A. Heitman, Coord., United States Air Force.  
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FAQ’s: Frequently Asked Questions  
Q: Who are these Ashcrafts anyway? 

A: Mike and Chelsea have been active in the child and youth development field since 
1989.  They currently live in the small mountain community called Cedar Grove, New 
Mexico with their two wonderful daughters.  Mike and Chelsea met while working at a 
YMCA that ran a summer day camp and school-age child care Program.  They 
successfully managed a number of  camps and afterschool programs, and Chelsea 
directed a corporate child care center for a number of years.  Mike and Chelsea 
founded and direct a non-profit organization that provides youth development 
programs as well as staff training, and consulting.  Mike taught courses in brain-based 
teaching, and middle childhood development for Concordia University.  Mike is a 
former President of the NM School-Age Care Alliance and the current President of the 
NM Association for the Education of Young Children.  Chelsea teaches courses in 

leadership, child care management, and early childhood guidance at the Central New Mexico college.  Mike is 
the author of Best Practices: Guidelines for School-Age Programs and the Best Practices Workbook.  They 
frequently teach workshops, seminars, and keynotes.  They have presented at many national conferences.  
Typical audiences include: 

 Afterschool Program Staff 

 Camp Staff 

 Elementary Education 

 Adult Educators and College Instructors 

 Principals and School Boards 

 Organization and Board Leadership Teams 
  

Q: What is your training style?   
A: Our training events are unique – the learning experiences are living examples of “brain-compatible” 
teaching.  Our training style is based on cutting-edge neuroscience, utilizing what we have learned about 
relevancy, engagement, humor, movement, novelty, attention, emotional states, and music.  Our learning 
events are rich in meaningful content without the “long lecture” feel.  Each new learning topic begins by 
engaging the learners and establishing the relevancy of the content, followed by lectures/demonstrations 
designed to explore the content interspersed with opportunities for the participants to practice using the 
information and make connections in quick small group discussions.  We end each new learning topic by 
debriefing and by using stories or metaphors to add depth and an emotional connection to the topic.  We 
believe that the thirst for knowledge is never quenched by dry lectures, so our training events are not what we 
call “death by PowerPoint.” 
 

Q: Do Mike and Chelsea train as a team, or individually. 
A: Both!  Ideally we train as a team.  We have found that participants enjoy our workshops more when we 
train together because our styles complement each other well and it adds novelty and a change of learning 
states that are good for learning.  We have different levels of expertise and knowledge, so we can provide a 
wider range of knowledge and information when we train together.  We also conduct a lot of training events 
individually.  Especially when training budgets are limited as is often the case, we are happy to do “solo acts” 
to help limit expenses. 
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Q: What will learners get out if it?   
A: Participants will leave with not only many practical on-the-job applications of this training, but with 
relevancy established.  Participant will be able to answer the question of “What’s in it for me?”  They will not 
only be able to share the skills they learned, but they will be able to describe why the skills are important and 
why they are in the educators’ best interest to implement. 
 

Q: How do you want your room set up?   
A: We like to move around and to be on the same floor level as the audience so that we can interact more 
easily.  If a stage is necessary for a large audience to be able to see, an open stage is best.  We will not use a 
podium and dislike the typical stage with standing microphone setup.  We require a couple of presenter tables 
at the front of the room for our sound system, workshop materials and props.  Ideally, theatre-style, loosely 
packed with just a few tables for participant belongings and severe “table addicts.”  If there is plenty of space 
and you really want round table for note taking, we strongly suggest a “half crescent” configuration, so that all 
of the chairs face the front of the room (stage).  We use music and movement in all workshops.  Tables get in 
the way.  Too many /tightly packed chairs prevent movement too. Real walls and not partitions help ensure 
music does not bother other workshops.   
 

Q: What are your audio-visual needs?   
A: For all audiences, we require a flip chart, projector stand with power strip, and screen appropriate to the 
size of the audience.  We provide our own music system and laptop.  For small audiences or rooms without a 
lot of ambient lighting, we can provide our own multi-media projector.  For large audiences, keynote 
presentations, or rooms with a lot of ambient lighting, we require an appropriately bright projector.  For large 
audiences/rooms we require voice amplification with lavaliere microphones so that we can move around, use 
our hands, and interact with the audience.   
 

Q: What else should we provide?   
A: We suggest name tags and pens for all learners.  Water is important for the brain, so drinking water is 
recommended.  A sustained level of glucose is good for learning, so some easily accessible candy or other 
snacks is helpful.  If you make copies of handout in advance – please do not distribute them in advance.  We 
sometimes distribute handouts and other resources in playful and novel ways as an intentional part of the 
program. 
 

Q: Can we video tape the presentations?   
A: Because of licensing issues with visual images included in our presentation, video/digital recording is 
prohibited.  Audio recording is permitted. 
 

Q: Can we have copies of the PowerPoint Presentation? 
A: We are happy to provide “hard copies” of the slides as part of the participant handout when requested.  
Because of licensing issues with the visual images included in our presentation, we cannot provide digital 
copies of the PowerPoint Presentation.  We do provide the information where anyone interested in the 
images we use can legally purchase them from the same source from which we purchased them. 
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New Workshops - Under Construction 
 
Unique Brains? Unique Strategies and Opportunities: Turn up the H.E.A.T.:  Do you find working 

with children with special needs challenging?  Attend this workshop and learn how Hope, Enrichment, Accommodation, 
and Training can be combined into winning recipes for successful child development.  We will investigate the existing 
ADD paradigm and presents a new mental model of the active child.  We will explore attention deficit disorder, learned 
helplessness, learning delays, dyslexia, Asperger’s syndrome and more.  Practical strategies for caregivers working with 
kids in school-age child care programs and new perspectives are explored.  Under construction.  Available as a full-day 
workshop. 
 

Growing Up with ABCD: Afterschool Based on Child Development. Is your afterschool program more 

than a safe and fun place for children to be while their parents are working?  Does every person working in your 
program base their day-to-day practices on a theory 
base of knowledge of child development? Is your 
environment, relationships, and curriculum 
intentionally based on a core body of knowledge?  
This workshop will provide a theory base upon which 
to build a program based on child development.  
Come learn not only theory, but practical strategies 
that you can use to be a true professional and 
facilitate the positive development of the children in 
your care.  Explore the theories of the great masters: 
Piaget, Erikson, Montessori, Bandurs, Dewey, 
Maslow, Vygotsky and more!  Learn useful 
approaches that will set you apart as a true 
afterschool professional. 
Under construction.  Available as a full-day workshop 
or focus on only a few theorists for shorter sessions. 

 
Eight Shoes of the Purposeful and 
Professional Practitioner. Do you want to be 

the best afterschool professional you can be?  A truly 
GREAT afterschool practitioner has big shoes to fill, 
but one size does not fit all.  The best afterschool people in our profession have diverse roles, competencies, strengths, 
traits, and talents. In the afterschool field we must all wear a lot of hats…and SHOES as well - all are important.  Come 
explore these diverse and shoe metaphors that reveal power and meaning in the role of a skilled and effective 
afterschool super star. Under construction.   

 
Seven Habits of Highly Effective Afterschool Program Directors Do you want to be a program director 

someday?  Are you a program director now and you want to be the best afterschool program director you can be?  Do 
you want to help the program directors that you supervise to improve their skills and enjoy more success?  Attend this 
workshop and explore the traits, passions, and habits required to be a highly effective afterschool program director.  
Come investigate these powerful seven elements and learn practical and useful approaches to enhance these traits and 
transform yourself and others into extraordinary afterschool program directors. Available as a full-day double or single-
session workshop. Under Construction. 
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Growing Up: ABCD 

Afterschool Based on Child Development 

…the Series! Under Construction. 
 

ABC Dewey 

or 

Just Dew It 

Aesthetics, Belonging, Critical Reception, Democracy, Experimental Logic,  

Empirical Metaphysics, and  

Ethical Theory. 

Beating Bobo 

or 

Bend it Like 

Bandura 

 

Explaining and 

Expounding on 

Erik 

or 

Erikson vs 

Incompetence 

 

Applying Abraham 

or 

Making the MOST 

 of Maslow in OST 

 

Living the Full 

Monte 

or 

Revealing 

Montessori 

 

See Jean, 

See Jean Play 

or 

Construction, 

Play, and Piaget 

 

ZPD Doo Dah 

or 

Vygotsky Anyone? 

 

   
 

 

 


